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By Yossi Ghinsberg

Summersdale Publishers, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. New edition.. 198
x 129 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. I heard the rustle again, too close and too real to
ignore. I clutched the flashlight, stuck my head out of the mosquito net.and found myself face-to-
face with a jaguar. Four travelers meet in Bolivia and set off into the heart of the Amazon rainforest
to find a hidden tribe and explore places tourists only dream of seeing. But what begins as the
adventure of a lifetime quickly deteriorates into a dangerous nightmare. After weeks of wandering
in the dense undergrowth the group splits up after disagreements, and Yossi and his friend try to
find their own way back without a guide. When a terrible rafting accident separates him from his
partner, Yossi is forced to survive for weeks alone against one of the wildest backdrops on the
planet. Stranded without a knife, map, or survival training, he must improvise shelter and forage
for wild fruit to survive. As his feet begin to rot during raging storms, as he loses all sense of
direction, and as he begins to lose all hope, he wonders whether he will make it...
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I just began reading this pdf. It is actually writter in straightforward words instead of hard to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Jensen B ins-- Jensen B ins

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I discovered this publication from my i
and dad advised this pdf to find out.
-- Mr s. Glenda  Rodr ig uez-- Mr s. Glenda  Rodr ig uez
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